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THE CONSTITUTION AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Surely

some

good

has

come

celebration of the Constitution --

from

our

it had to.

year-long

national

Earlier research had

provided more illuminating insight than we needed about civic literacy
in

modern

America,

dramatizing

massive

public

confusion

(or

indifference) about precisely which resonant words and phrases were
found

in

the

Constitution

and

which

came

from the Gettysburg

Address.

(Some 82% of those surveyed believed that the words

of the

people, by the people, and for the people" are in the Constitution.

And nearly half

(45$)

of our surveyed fellow citizens believed that

"from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs,"
was enshrined in our Nation's governing charter.)
But all that is changed now.
aloud

in

The Constitution has been read

myriad public ceremonies by earnest public servants and

a

I

civic minded celebrities; U.S.A. Today charitably distributed (well,
sort

of)

copies

of

the

Constitution

(and

more)

to

millions

of

schoolchildren; balloons and bombast have issued into the sky; and

those 30-second television spots -- now mercifully terminated -- have

more than fully satiated our ravenous national appetite for a deeper
understanding

of what the Constitution truly

means

to

our better

known captains of industry, pugilists and rock stars.
Amid all this commercial hype and solemn foolishness occasionally

sounded a frail voice offering a perspective, an insight. Such voices
were not generally welcomed,

popularly judged to be insufficiently

cheerful for such an auspicious occasion.
Mr.

Justice

Thurgood

Marshall

offered such a voice.

He

pronounced, by some, a party-pooper.
What he said was this:

1

"The focus of this celebration invites a complacent
belief that the vision of those who debated and compromised in Philadelphia yielded the "more perfect
Union" it is said we now enjoy.
I cannot accept this invitation, ****
When
contemporary Americans cite the Constitution,
they invoke a concept that is vastly different
from what the Framers barely began to construct
two centuries ago.
**** 'We the people' included, in the words
of the Framers, 'the whole Number of free Persons.'

was

On a matter so basic as the right to vote, Negro

slaves were excluded, although they were counted
for representational purposes--each as three-fifths
of a person. Women did not gain the right to

vote for over a hundred and thirty years.
****

And so we must be careful, when focusing on
the events that took place in Philadelphia two
centuries ago, that we not overlook the momentous
events that followed, and thereby lose our proper
sense of perspective. **** if we seek instead a
sensitive understanding of the Constitution's
inherent defects--and its promising evolution
through two hundred years of history--the celebration of the 'miracle at Philadelphia' will be a
far more meaningful and humbling experience. We
will see that the true miracle was not the birth
of the Constitution but its life. ****"
This

Framers,"

is

not,

tri.in

of course,

excessively irreverent towards "the

virtue and wisdom who are now

of considerable

receiving a full measure of credit for

never have foreseen.

all

sorts of results they could

It does their reputations no real harm to

notice, with sober eye, the squalid compromise on slavery or the

failure of agreement on a
were not devoid

divorce

Bill

of Rights, or to recognize that they

of human avarice and

themselves

entirely

in

economic

from

some matters unable to
or

regional

or

class

interests.

But Justice Marshall has a point:
best thinking,

all

of the

noble

and

All of the genius, all of the
farsighted vision that has

advanced and sustained our constitutional democracy did not come in

3

one gush in Philadelphia

In

Much of the credit, or blame,

1787.

belongs to the people and the process that yielded the Bill of Rights
two years later and the 14th Amendment some 80 years later.

Much

of the credit, or blame, belongs to a 200-year succession of Supreme
Court

Justices

and

the

countless

who gave life to the

litigants

sometimes ambiguous words of this instrument and who sustained that

life by interpreting and applying its words to ideas and

events and

circumstances the Framers could not have imagined.

So it
is

is

with the concept of freedom of expression.

with the concept of academic freedom,

now accorded

And so it
a

certain

protection under the Constitution.

***
Academic freedom theorists -- or purists
at the Constitution

have been looking

lately and finding the glass half empty.

It

is

true, by some broad definitions of "academic freedom," the protection
accorded by the Constitution may seem minimal.

To the extent, for example, that someone's notion of
freedom"

does

or should

protect timorous faculty

from

"academic

disclosing

assessments made in a peer-review process, the Constitution and the

-4-
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courts have offered littie help, sometimes finding instead a superior

public interest in determining the presence or absence of

race or

sex discrimination.2'3

Still, the glass

evolving over nearly

also half

is

150

years,

full.

Courts have, by doctrines

evidenced

a

special protectiveness

toward academics and academic institutions.
Few

of

the

Framers

of

the

Constitution

Thirty-four of the 55 were lawyers;

27

were

were farmers

academics.

--

some

doubling as lawyers -- and 19 were slave holders. 4

But the Virginia

delegation

Wythe)

did

include

a

Law

Professor

(George

and

a

Professor of Medicine (James McClurg).
Still it is fair to assume that academic freedom did not weigh

heavily on their minds in

1787.

As they debated the purposes of

government, little or nothing was said about education.
Wilson

Only James

apparently disagreed with the notion that the protection of

property was the "sole or primary" purpose of government, arguing
that "the cultivation and improvement of the human mind was the most
noble object" of government and society. 5
Several

--

Madison,

Washington,

Wilson and Pinckney -- did

propose to establish

a

"national university"

American youth for national service.
more

likely

to

ensure that

to prepare the best of

Their purpose, however, was

government would conform to existing

morals and manners -- not to provide a source of critical thinking. 6
And academic freedom was not likely a specific concern even as

the 1st Amendment was crafted..
about such matters.
that

has

since

The Federalists Papers are quiet

And, as Robert Bork argued in the 1971 article

haunted

him,

it

is

likely the 1st Amendment was

intended to protect only a narrow sort of political expression -- not
literary

expression,

nor

artistic

expression,

nor

the

advance

of

science, nor the free exchange of information.

Restraints and limitations on speech were well accepted in the

early days of the Republic.
pass

laws

`o

into erroneous

In 1776, Congress urged the States to

prevent the populace from being "deceived and drawn

opinion," and virtually every state had done so by

1778.7

Indeed, the 1st Amendment ,t3elf proscribed only actions by the

federal government, providing no protection from the States until, by
a series of judicial decisions, freedom of expression was found buried

somewhere in the "liberty" clause of the 14th Amendment.

And that

was not until well into this century.
But while the Framers thought little about academic freedom,

over the ensuing two centuries a series of Supreme Court Justices
gave birth to doctrines of constitutional interpretation that evidenced
a quite extraordinary interest in

academic matters.

Several Justices had spent tours of duty in the "halls of ivy."

Felix Frankfurter, a Harvard professor just prior to his appointment
to the Court, was perhaps the most prominent academician to serve in

the Court this century.
also

served

time on

experience in

Douglas, and now Antonin Scalia,

Holmes,

faculties.

And Justice

had extensive

Powell

public school matters, and the most recent proposed

appointee, Judge Kennedy, is still active on a law faculty.
The idea

trivialized,
involving

of a "constitutional academic freedom" may have been

from
colleges

time-to-time,
and

during

universities

over

the
the

floodtide
past

of

litigation

three decades.

Courts have been required to reject for example, a faculty member's

argument

that his

"academic

freedom"

was

violated

when

student

complaints were used in a decision not to renew his appointment, 8

and arguments that "academic freedom" was violated when a faculty
member was dismissed for refusing to comply with university grading

policies, 9 or for the use of profane language in the classroom, 19 or
for pursuing purely personal grievances. 11
And most recently, in Edwards vs. Aguillard, 12 the Supreme

Court struck down a "creationism" law which sought; according to a
dubious argument by Louisiana, to advance "academic freedom" by

giving teachers flexibility to "supplant the present science curriculum
with the presentation of theories, besides evolution, about the origin

of life."
But the 1st Amendment has been held to prohibit the U.S.
Secretary

of

Liberation

Organization) speaker from

State

from

preventing

States to participate in political debates.

a

controversial

(Palestine

traveling within the United

In that case, professors

and students successfully contended that they had a right to hear
such an exchange of ideas . 13

And the Constitution has been held to prohibit intrusion into
classrooms

by

undercover

agents,

police

assigned

to

report

on

discussions they had observed."
And it has also been held that the 1st Amendment does protect

the right of students to erect even "unsightly" shanties on a

campus

to protest investment policies of the institution, 15 does prevent the
cancellation

of

a

film

series because of political pressures, 16

does

prevent the withdrawal of funding for a student newspaper that had
published indelicate material. 17,18

***
While

its

origins

are

traced,

at

least

ostensibly,

to

the

freedom of students to choose courses and the freedom of faculty to
peddle learning in nineteenth century Germany, support for academic

freedom in the United States arose in response to what seem now to
be

clear abuses of authority.

There were halcyon, early 20th century days when
reigned supreme on campuses.

presidents

In such a time, the President of the

University of Pennsylvania explained why he fired a radical from his

-9
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faculty:

"If

I

am dissatisfied with my secretary,

I

would suppose I

would be within my rights In terminating his employment."19 Likewise,
Stanford University summarily fired an economist who had the temerity
to

anger

Mrs.

Leyland

Stanford

by

his

speeches

on

Chinese

immigration.20

How far things have
staggeringly

complex

come.

now,

Issues of academic freedom

intertwined

with

issues

seem

of conflict of

interest, (as in research relationship with the private sector), issues

of public policy,

the case of honorary degrees or academic

(as in

appointments

for political figures),

issues

dissent,

prevent,

of free

(to

in

the

name

involving dissent from
speech,

others

from

exercising their right to speak).
The

first

glimpse

of

a

constitutional

doctrine on

academic

freedom might be seen in the celebrated 1819 Dartmouth College case.

This controversy is best remembered for he oratory of Daniel
Webster ("Tis

a

small College,

sir, but there are those of us who

love her."). The Legislature of New Hampshire had sought to

take

3t institution on the grounds that its charter from the British
had been invalidated by the Revolutionary War,

- 10 -
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Webster's

policy

arguments

protect the

to

raised squarely the

independence

of

such

need

for

a

institutions.

public
Justice

Marshall, in striking down the New Hampshire Act, observed that:

"it is probable that no man ever was, and no
man ever will be a founder of a College, believing at the time, that an act of incorporation constitutes no security for the institution; believing,
that it is immediately, to be deemed a public institution, whose funds are to be governed and applied,

not by the will (A the donor, but by the will of

the Legislature."

(at p. 645)

Thus the Supreme Court recognized early that the academy

was

special, deserving protection from political interference.
The Dartmouth College case was followed in 1844 by Vidal vs.
Girard's

Ex-, rs.

institutions

22

Here,

warranted

again,

the

extraordinary

Court found that educational
protection

--

even

if

those

institutions openly espoused values that ran afoul of popular religious
or political thought,

in

this case a ban on clergy teaching at the

school.

Later, in 1904, however, the Court was less inclined to protect

an academic institution from unpleasant public opinion. 23

A Kentucky

statute prohibited the instruction of blacks and whites in the

13

same

institution.

Berea College -- founded by an ardent abolitionist group

-- was convicted under that law.
grounds that the

The

conviction was upheld on the

State had an interest in discouraging interracial

marriage and preventing racial disharmony.
Parenthetically,
perhaps

a

that

case

prov;des

a

useful

reminder

grim prophecy that human institutions -- such

Supreme Court

as

and

the

-- will never be oblivious to social and political forces

around them.

The lifetime tenure afforded Supreme Court Justices

by the Constitution has permitted the Court to move out of step with
popular opinion for a time, but rarely for long.
observed:

As Mr. Dooley

"No matter, whether the Constitution follows th' flag or

not, Th' Supreme Court follows th' iliction returns."

This general solicitude evidenced early by the Court for colleges

and universities was slow in evolving to a more specific concern for
academic freedom.

But what has evolved is a constitutionally-based

protection for the rights of individuals within academic institutions

and even for institutions themselves.

- 12
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The 1950's provided the first real tests for academic freedom in
a

constitutional context, often involving conflicts between individual

academics and both their institutions and external forces.

One important case involved the summary dismissal of a tenured
college

instructor for refusing to answer

a

legislative committee's

questions concerning Communist Party membership.
held that

person's

while

fitness

questions

public authorities
to

hold

"admittedly

a

asked

were

The Supreme Court

permitted

public position, the

for purposes wholly

to

scrutinize a

refusal to answer

unrelated to

his

college functions" provided no permissible basis for discharge. 24

Shortly thereafter, in what was to become a landmark decision,
Sweezy vs. New Hampshire, 25 the Court was faced with the question
of whether New Hampshire could prosecute an individual for refusal to

answer questions about a lecture at the state university.
Sweezy

Progressive

had

Party

humanities class.
socialism

was

refused to
and

disclose

his

knowledge of the U.S.

to answer questions about his lecture in

a

He was asked whether he had asserted "that

inevitable,

whether

he

had

advocated

Marxism,

whether he had espoused the theories of dialectical materialism."

- 13 -
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or

In holding that Sweezy could not be prosecuted for refusing to
answer, Chief Justice Warren, noted that;
"The essentiality of freedom in the community of
American universities is almost self-evident. ****
To impose any straitjacket upon the intellectual leaders
in our colleges and universities would imperil the future
of our nation. **** Scholarship cannot flourish in an
atmosphere of suspicion and di' rust . Teachers and
students must always remain frees to inquire, to study
and to evaluate, to gain new maturity and understanding; 2etherwise our civilization will stagnate
and die."

In a concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Frankfurter noted that:
"When weighted against the grave harm resulting from
government intrusion into the intellectual life of a
university, such "justification for compelling a witness
to discuss the contents of his lecture appears grossly
inadequate....
**** For society's good -- if understanding is an essential need of society -- inquiries
into these problems, speculations about them, stimulation in others of reflection
them, must be left
as unfettered as possible."

''

***
The

Supreme

Court's

most

significant

pronouncements

on

academic freedom in the 1960's came in its 1967 decision in Keyishian

vs. Board of Regents of the University of the State of New
In Keyishian,

York . 29

state university faculty members challenged

York "teacher loyalty" laws.

New

University trustees, acting under these

statutes, had required faculty to verify they were not and had never
been communists.

The Court struck down the statutes as overbroad

- 14 -
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and

vague,

in

that no one could be held to understand what

constituted "seditious" utterances and acts under the terms of the
law.

But, more important, the Court once again noted that:
"(0)ur nation is deeply committed to safeguarding
academic freedom, which is of transcendent value to
alit of us and not merely to the teachers concerned.
That freedom is therefore a special concern of the
Amendment, wi.701 does not to
,r,

cast a pal of orthTry over the c assroom.

rajohasis ailed

-"--11

1J

.

Thus it was clear by at least 1967 that some sort of protection
for some sort of academic freedom was provided somewhere and some-

how under the 1st Amendment to the United States Constitution.
and is

not yet, drawn as to where

individual's rights to express opinion

moves beyond the limits of

The line was not then,

Constitutional

protection -- as, for example, when the expression of

opinion becomes advocacy to unlawful action, or when the opinion
unrelated

to

the

academic

is

subject the institution might properly

require be addressed.31
Another line yet to be drawn is where speech or conduct so
impairs the effective

work of an institution that its interests may

prevail over those of the individual. 32 Lower courts have considered
- 15

'17

whether
speech

conflicts within
or

merely

an

academic

institution involved protected

disruptive behavior.

But

these

cases

involve

hopelessly complex factual disputes, most raising questions of freedom

vs. responsibility (or, some might say, civility) that the Constitution
simply can never resolve.33

***
In

the late 1960's and the 1970's,

as the status of students

evolved from their historic condition as wards of academic institutions,
there followed

a

growing recognition of student constitutional rights

-- a form of "academic freedom" --

within these institutions.

Earlier, in Hamilton vs. Regents of the University of California
(1934),34 the Supreme Court found no deprivation of constitutionally-

protected "liberty"

when

the

submit to military training.

University required

male

citizens

to

And in an even earlier precedent, the

Court had upheld a Mississippi statute prohibiting students at state
colleges

from membershIp in Greek letter societies,

holding that

a

state could so safeguard students from "distractious" influences and
ensure their academic singleness of purpose. 35
Then came the 1960's.

- 16 -
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The most significant modern precedent in this regard was in the
landmark decision in Tinker vs. Des Moines Independent Community

District. 36 Holding that

School

a

public school pupil could not be

flatly barred from symbolic political expression (wearing an armband),
the

Court stressed that the 1st Amendment did not stop "at the

schoolhouse gate."

With that principle very much in mind, the Court, in the
case of Healy vs. James, held that while a public college might

1972

deny

"recognition" to a group which refused to comply with reasonable

campus regulations, and even (in

1969-1970)

in a "climate of unrest

on many college campuses in this country," the "precedents of this
Court
need

left no room for the view that
for order,

because of the acknowledged

1st Amendment protections should apply with less

force on college campuses than in the community at
In

large."37'38

a pointed concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Douglas used the

occasion to take a swipe at faculty everywhere, railing at "those who

withered under the pressures of McCarthyism and other forces of
conformity and

represent but

a

timid

replica

of those who once

brought distinction to the idea of academic freedom." 39

And soon thereafter, in

1973,

the Court held that a student

could not be expelled from a public university for the distribution of
a campus publication allegedly containing "indecent speech," noting
that

"the mere dissemination of ideas -- no matter how offensive to

good taste -- could not be shut off at a state university campus in

the name alone of 'conventions of decency' .40,41

***
While,

generally, the Bill of Rights and the 14th Amendment

protect the rights of individuals, the Supreme Court has also found,
somewhere in the Constitution, a measure of protection for academic

institutions as well.

This was evidenced historically in the Dartmouth

College and Girard cases.

It

was

articulated more recently in

a

variety of other cases, beginning with Sweezy vs. New Hampshire.
There, in his oft-quoted concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Frankfurter

referred to the "freedoms of a University" including the freedom "to
determine for itself on academic grounds who may teach, what may be

taught, how it shall be taught, and who may be admitted to study."
(Quoting a statement from a conference on The Open Universities in
South Africa.) 42

No further explanation is made as to the constitutional basis for
these institutional "freedoms" -- and we are left only to conclude that

they arise from an other than "strict constructionist" reading of the
1st and 14th Amendments.

The institution's freedom to determine "who may be admitted to

study," came squarely before the Court in the landmark 1978 case of
Bakke

vs.

Regents

of

the

University

of

California.

The Court

concluded that while that University's admissions program for minority
students failed the applicable 14th Amendment "equal protection" test,

the interest of

an

"compelling."

Mr. Justice Powell

institution in seeking a diverse student body was

(for a fractured majority), wrote

that:
"Academic freedom, though not a specifically enumer-

ated constitutional right, long has been viewed as a
special concern of the First Amendment," and that "the
freedom of a university to make its own judgments asoto
education includes the selection of its student body."
Likewise, in Board of Curators of the University of Missouri vs.

Horowitz, a 1977 case which dealt only procedural questions but which
nonetheless

illustrates

adversarial

procedures

a

point, the Court refused to impose formal
on

a

university

- 19 -
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for academic

dismissals.

Justice Rehnquist expressed the Court's view that:

"(W)e decline to ignore the historic judgment of
educators and thereby formalize the academic dismissal

process by requiring a hearing. **** and (W)e decline
to further eniage the judicial pressure in the
academic cowatunity and thereby risk deterioration of
many beneficiA aspects of the faculty student
relationship."

The principle that even public institutions
from

governmental

well-written,

if

intrusion in
only

are to

be spared

certain academic decisions is thus

tenuously

grounded

in

a

constitutional

foundation.

In any event, here again, questions as to the limits of this
institutional freedom End autonomy are unresolved.
government

whether

go,

degree

for example,

in

programs

course

or

institutions of higher education?

How far may

prescribing courses of study -content

itself --

at

How far may government

public
go

in

limiting what a public institution may teach -- whether for fiscal or
political

reasons?115

coercing

admission

How

far may government go in directing or

policies?

And

what

gives

ground

when

"assessment" and academic freedom collide, as they inevitably must?

***

20 -
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In

the

1980's,

some

decisions

political than their legal importance.

were

notable

more

for their

The Supreme Court did decline

to defer to the collective interests of academic institutions (the NCAA)
they

when

ran

afoul

antitrust

of

laws,

but

gave

a

narrow

construction to a federal civil rights law at the behest of Grove City
College.

that

its

attached

The Court also, however, rejected that College's argument
"freedom"
to

the

was

receipt

unconstitutionally
of

federal

restrained by

funds.

Such

conditions

conditions

--

including , in another case, required selective service registration for
student aid recipients

--

fall within the exercise of the Congress'

spending power under Article

I

of the Constitution. 46

More vexing was the question presented from Yeshiva University

-- whether faculty
Labor Relations Act.

were

"managerial employees" under the National

But here too, economic interests were at stake,

not academic freedom -- at least not as a constitutional issue . 47
The Court also refused to accept the argument of Bob Jones

University that its religious "freedom" was impinged by revocation of
tax exempt status.

That University's freedom was outweighed by the

- 21 ,
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overriding public interest in the enforcement of anti-discrimination
laws. 48

A more significant 1st Amendment controversy was presented in
19811

in Minnesota

State Colleges vs.

Knight.49

There, the Court

refuted an argument by independent-minded faculty that a Minnesota
statute

granting certain exclusive rights to

agent violated their constitutional rights.

certified bargaining

a

In so holding, Ms. Justice

O'Connor noted that:

"(T)his Court has never recognized the constitutional right of faculty to participate in policymaking in

academic institutions. .... The faculty involvement in
academic governance has much to recommend it as a mathr of
academic policy, but finds no basis in the constitution."
(emphasis added]

Three

Justices

dissented

this decision,

from

even commenting that "(I) n an appropriate case,

I

Justice Marshall

would be prepared

to include within this collection of constitutionally-protected

avenues

of communication a measure of freedom on the part of faculty members

as well as students to present to college administrators their ideas on
matters of importance ... to the academic community." 51

***
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So after 200 years and thousands of conflicts -- cosmic and
comedic -- what does it all mean, today?
Issues of academic freedom today are, by their nature, usually

as complex as they are controversial.
is

As O'Neil pointed out, today it

not even always clear "whose academic freedom is at stake."52 It

could often be said that one person's academic freedom is another

person's petty annoyance, or that academic freedom is in the eye of
the beholder.

Rarely are the forces of good and evil, virtue and

vice, enlightened and darkness, clearly lined up for their respective
cheering sections.
Many

such modern cases are intramural disputes -- between

administration and faculty, between faculty and their departments or
personnel committees or unions, between protesters and controversial

speakers.

These controversies blur moral and ethical issues

less legal issues --

much

and the application of constitutional principles

cannot always yield clear and satisfying results.

Some have asserted that In 1987 contracts, institutional policies
and academic custom may offer greater protection for academic freedom

than constitutional laws.

But it was not always thus.
23 -
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It is also likely true, as O'Neil also points out, that under the
constitutional doctrine of academic 'reedom "university professors will
enjoy at least

as much extramural freedom as do other government

employees, but not necessarily

more. 1153

So where are we left, then, with the constitutional protection of
academic freedom?

First, there is loose in the land a dangerous and

specious

impression that because the mores of higher education have changed
so dramatically

Un-American

since the turn of the century, because the House

Activities

Committee

Amendment clearly does

is

dormant,

because

the

1st

not "stop at the schoolhouse gate," that

serious threats to academic freedom are but a bad memory.
But,

There

is

.hreats do remain, albeit more subtle than in earlier times.
reason

to

worry,

for example,

about restrictions

on

international travel and the exchange of information; there is reason
to

worry again about free speech and protests, and protests of

protests, and reactions to both; and there is reason to worry when
academic institutions become so dependent upon relationships with the
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world

--

of commerce

witness recent events at the University of

Rochester.

The Constitution may or may not provide the answers to these
or full protection from these threats -- indeed, many of

problems

these

threats

from

come

within

the

itself.

academy

Still,

the

Constitution has provided and does provide a solid base of protection

against at least patent political or authoritarian interference with free
expression in the academic community.

It

is

now

account for

clear that

politicians

cannot summon

teachers to

unsettling opinions or unpopular associations; trustees

may not purge from institutions those whom they may regard as irritating
endure,

or

even

with

journalists,
gossips.

subversive;

cheerful

zealous

and

restraint,

protestors,

alas,

the

union

innocent

presidents

pitiless

spears

activists

and

must

of student
even

faculty

And whether or not this provides academics with a great

deal more protection than the citizenry at large, the 1st and the 14th
Amendment

community.

protections

are

of special

importance

in

the academic

Second, it must be remembered that Constitutional protection for

academic freedom -- and for freedom of expression generally
judge-made

doctrine,

and

a

fairly

recent

that.

at

one

-- is a
The

controversy surrounding the proposed appointment of Judge Bork to
the Supreme Court -- while unedifying in so many respects -- may

if

have,

only

inadvertently,

yielded some useful insight into the

nature of such constitutional protections.

If

the

words

of

the

Constitution

are

nearly

immutable,

scholars and judges and politicians can and do hold widely divergent

views on their meaning and application.

There are few clear-cut

expressions of constitutional empowerment or proscription about which

differing views -- reasonable views -- cannot be heard.
Thoughtful

people

can

and

do

differ

Amendment means in theory and application.
and

noble

intentions

as

to

what

the

1st

And persons of intellect

struggle daily trying to understand what the

"equal protection of the laws" or the "due process of the law" under
the 14th Amendment mean for public schools or persons accused of
crimes.
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By these processes of debate and litigation, the Constitution

in principle and application -- changes, dramatically sometimes.

--

And

whenever five tenured Justices so decide, new rights can be created

or -- to use Judge Bork's lovely term -- governmentally sponsored
"gratifications" can be withheld or revoked.
Constitutional protections come neither from Olympus nor Sinai;

they

are

human-made

and

hence

fragile,

precarious,

sometimes

ephemeral.

Still,

an

established

judicial

doctrine

grounded

in

the

Constitution is about the best guarantee available to citizenry in this
temporal world.

And clearly the language -- if not the holdings

--

of decades of Supreme Court Justices has recognized and upheld the
importance of free expression within the academic context.
Third, the recognition of a constitutional protection owed an
academic institution is quite remarkable, even in the often astonishing

field of constitutional jurisprudence.
Justice

Frankfurter's articulation of the "four freedoms" of

academic institutions is gratifying, though merely an expression of

opinion that was not necessary or even relevant to the case before
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the Court.

More important, perhaps, was the holding in University

of California vs. Bakke that the institution had certain interests that
deserved constitutional deference -- there, the right to select "who

may study." And that institutional right was held to be "compelling"
a very important designation in 14th Amendment jurisprudence.

Exactly what this institutional academic freedom means has yet

to be determined -- and perhaps in the end it will mean very little.
But

at

minimum

it suggests

a

quite

remarkable interest in and

protectiveness toward academic institutions by the Supreme Court.
Finally, it is by now obvious that academics, like their fellow
citizens, sometimes expect too much from their Constitution and call

upon courts to resolve matters -- some important, some petty -- for
which courts are ill-suited.
Not

every

personnel

decision,

not

every

intra-departmental

quarrel, not every rude gripe and not every exercise of authority
involves the egregious

deprivation of

a

constitutional right.

And

there will always be the questions of whether protest is disruption,

whether criticism is whining, whether art is pornography, whether

freedom to research is license to profit. These cases too often involve
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hopelessly complex personal disputes with precious little relevance for

high constitutional principles.

Academe simply must find better ways to resolve these issues.

As a recent study pointed out, 54

without important legal principles

at stake, litigation yields few winners and many losers.

***
Let me turn back to Justice Marshall.

It may well be that in

our eagerness to lionize the "Framers" of the Constitution -- if only
because 200 is a round number and it was time for a celebration -we missed the more important point.

"The true miracle was not in

the birth of the Constitution but in its (200-year) life."
There is a quote attributed to a Congressman Campbell:
the Constitution between friends . " The answer is that

"What's

it means a

great deal between friends -- and even more between citizens who are

seriously committed to the pursuit of truth and their fellow citizens
and their government.

It means a great deal because humans are not

angels and, as Madison observed, government -- and a constitution

would be unnecessary only if we were.
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The Framers offered the form and structure of a government

that would endure and, by and large, succeed -- not with flawless
efficiency, not without subsequent sacrifice, not to effect true equity
or even ensure maximum freedom, and not even, perhaps, for all of
the best reasons.

And their vision was not necessarily of a perfect

and just society.

They were concerned instead about power -- its

uses and abuses -- and they approached this matter with a healthy
skepticism about human nature.

The "genius" of their legacy -- if it dare be called that -- was
not

in

providing for the perpetual protection

of our rights and

liberties, as we know and cherish them, but rather in ensuring our

own capacity to do so.
for academic freedom

And in that sense, constitutional protection

-- like

all constitutional protections -- presents

us with as much a challenge as a reassurance.
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